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**************** 
**Introduction** 
**************** 

     Hello! Welcome to My first FAQ! This Faq is for Harvest Moon: A  
Wonderful Life for Gamecube. (just in case you're very very lost) This  
particular FAQ is focused on raising your kid, an awesome feature that  
wasn't very detailed in previous HM games. Personally, It's my favorite  
part of the game, aside from courting girls, and I hope you enjoy it  
too! 
     Anyways, fun though it may be, there are many things that are hard  
to figure out and that's what I'm trying to reveal here. This FAQ is  
(obviously) unfinished but it will grow as I continue to play. I'm  
playing three games simultaneously and marrying each girl, so please be  
patient for updates, it's a lot of work.  
     Oh yes, THIS FAQ MAY CONTAIN SPOILERS!! I try not to post events  
unless you can get an item out of it, so those will be kept to a  
minimum. However, this FAQ will reveal secrets about your child's  
future and may take some of the surprise fun out of the game. But I'll  
try not to. Thank you and enjoy!! 
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___________________ 
******************* 
**Wives' Children** [1.0] 
******************* 

     Your child will differ greatly depending on whom you marry.  
However, they inherit not only their mother's good looks, but their  
minds as well. Your child's interests, strengths, and future depend  
largely on who you marry, so choose your bride wisely. 
     If you show your child to Chris as a Toddler, she will tell his  
fortune. That part is listed here, as well as the details on each  
child's base personality. 
     The Child's interests are what they will steer themselves toward  
if you don't influence them. These are things they like. Their  
strengths are things they are good at, whether or not they like it.  
This is good to consider while choosing your wife. If you really want  
your kid to be an athlete for instance, I don't recommend marrying  
Nami, as her child hates exercise as well as being very bad at it.  

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
*Muffy's Child* [1.1] 
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 

     Muffy's child is the most energetic of the three. He wears blue  
and red, has blonde hair, and green eyes. He will be outgoing and fun.  
Her child tends to go outside more. 

-*Chris's Fortune*- 

-*Interests / Strengths*- 

     Career     Interest     Strength 

     Scholar-   very low     very low 
     Plants-    very low     very low 
     Animals-   very high    moderate 
     Artist-    very low     low 
     Music-     high         very high 
     Athlete-   very high    very high 

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
*Celia's Child* [1.2] 
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 

     Celia's Child wears all green, has brown hair and green eyes. He  
is down to earth and likes the outdoors. 

-*Chris's Fortune*- 
          "This boy has both knowledge and gentleness within. 
You'll raise him well." 



-*Interests / Strengths*- 
  
     Career     Interest     Strength 

     Scholar-   very low     low 
     Plants-    very high    very high 
     Animals-   high         very high 
     Artist-    low          high 
     Music-     low          low 
     Athlete-   low          low 

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
*Nami's Child * [1.3] 
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
     Nami's child is quiet and collected. He wears all blue, has dark  
red hair like Nami and blue eyes. He is smart, like his mother, but  
very shy. He wears a very worried expression on his face. 

-*Chris's Fortune*- 
          "This boy will have unparalleled curiosity. He'll want to  
know even the deepest things and may be a little bit of a momma's boy." 

-*Interests / Strengths*- 

     Career     Interest     Strength 

     Scholar-   low          very high 
     Plants-    high         high 
     Animals-   very low     high 
     Artist-    very high    very high 
     Music-     low          high 
     Athlete-   very low     very low 

________________ 
**************** 
**Career Paths** [2.0] 
**************** 

     There are a total of six different Career Paths your child can go  
into. If you don't influence them as a toddler at all (which is nearly  
impossible) they will naturally follow their own interests. However if  
you're careful, you can more or less pick their career for them. All  
you need is the right friends, right gifts, and right toys. 
     You should try to show them to certain people everyday. This means  
taking them inside their respective houses/workplaces, showing your  
child to them, and being friends with that person. You can also leave  
them in these houses ad let them walk home from there (in toddler stage) 
as this will cause them to walk there on their own in later chapters. 
If you're really specific about what career you want for them, you should  
try to only keep certain toys in the play chest (Toys can be purchased from Van 
starting Ch. 2). If you want to leave it partially up to chance, you  
can always spread your love, show them many different objects, and  
introduce them to a variety of people. It's your kid, have some fun!! 



Note: I has been researched and agreed upon by the people in the forum and  
various other resources that the toy blocks do not influence your child in 
any particular career path. 

*-*-*-*-* 
*Scholar* [2.1] 
*-*-*-*-* 
  
     -Show him- 
          Moon ore 
          Sugar ore 
          Other digsite items (after ch. 2) 
          (other digsite items confuse him as a toddler "???") 
          Milker/Goat milker (because they're machines?) (credit to: JustinLP6) 

     -Introduce him to/Befriend- 
          Carter 
          Flora 
          Daryl 
  
     -Take Him To- 
          Digsite 
          Daryl's Lab 

     -Toys- 
          Car 

     -books in room (ch. 3)- 
          The Seven Wonders 

     -Diary Entries (ch. 3)- 
          "I think I could become a famous scientist." (credit to: Zenin the Zelda girl) 

     -Other Signs- 
          ? 

     -Special- 
          If you are friends with Flora and Carter in Ch. 3, you can 
get a necklace from her and give it to your son. This will influence  
him towards the scholar career path. Also, if you milk your cows/goat  
using the milker and shear your sheep with the electric razor it will  
help.  

     -Signs- 
          One sign that he is going down this path (as a toddler) is  
that he will pull out a book from your bookshelf and start reading. This is  
not a toy from the chest; It is different from the sketchpad so don't mix them up.  
(credit to: Brigittc for telling me where he gets it from) 

*-*-*-*-* 
*Plants * [2.2] 
*-*-*-*-* 

     -Show him- 
          Crops 
          Flowers 
          Plants 
          Seeds 



     -Introduce him to/Befriend- 
          Vesta 
          Celia 
          Marlin 

     -Take HIm To- 
          Vesta's farm 
          your farm (or just leave him there 0_o) 

     -Toys- 
          ? 

     -books in room (ch. 3)- 
          ? 

     -Diary Entries (ch. 3)- 
          ? 

     -Other Signs- 
          ? 

     -Special- 
          Plant lots of plants and hybrids. But that should be  
pretty obvious. 

*-*-*-*-* 
*Animals* [2.3] 
*-*-*-*-* 

     -Show him- 
          Pets 
          Show him to your cattle 
          Chickens 

     -Introduce him to/befriend- 
          ? 

     -Take Him To- 
          your barn 
          your chicken coop 

     -Toys- 
          ? 

     -books in room (ch. 3)- 
          I love pets! 

     -Diary Entries (ch. 3)- 
          something involving Romana's cats  (credit to: Kimatara) 

     -Other Signs- 
          ? 

     -Special- 
          Getting the cat from Romana by befriending her and waking up  
later than your wife in Ch. 2 should also help. Get lots of cattle and fowl. 
Milk your animals by hand and don't use the electric clippers on your sheep.  
Also, try not to kill your animals, though I know the goat is tempting.  ^_^ 
  



*-*-*-*-* 
*Artist * [2.4] 
*-*-*-*-* 
  
     -Show him- 
          possibly moon ore and sugar ore (ch. 3) 

     -Introduce him to/Befriend- 
          Cody 
          The Pyrotechnic Twins (Kassey and Patrick) 
          Sebastian (he likes to paint) 

     -Take Him To- 
          Cody's House 
          The Twin's house 
          The mansion? 
  
     -Toys- 
          Scratchpad 
          
     -books in room (ch. 3)- 
          Colors 

     -Diary Entries (ch. 3)- 
          Mention Cody 

     -Other Signs 
          Stands like Cody (arms crossed, hunched over) (credit to:rboy60) 

     -Special- 
          If you are friends with Cody in Ch. 3 and go into his house  
while he's there, you can get a painting to put in your kitchen or  
living room.  

*-*-*-*-* 
*Music  * [2.5] 
*-*-*-*-* 
  
     -Show him- 
          ? 

     -Introduce him to/Befriend- 
          Gustafa 
          Lumina 
          Romana 
          Griffin? (plays guitar) 

     -Take Him To- 
          Gustafa's Yurt 
          The Bar? (may not be good idea) 
          The Mansion? 
  
     -Toys- 
          scratchpad? 

     -books in room (ch. 3)- 
          ? 



     -Diary Entries (ch. 3)- 
          ? 

     -Other Signs- 
          ? 

     -Special- 
          By befriending Lumina, you can get sheet music from her in  
Ch. 3. You can also get a drum set from Gustafa if you are friends with  
him. 

*-*-*-*-* 
*Athlete* [2.6] 
*-*-*-*-* 
  
     -Show him-  
          ? 
  
     -Introduce him to/Befriend- 
          Wally 
          Hugh 

     -Take Him To- 
          Wally's House 

     -Toys- 
          Ball 

     -books in room (ch. 3)- 
          ? 

     -Diary Entries (ch. 3)- 
          ? 

     -Other Signs- 
          ? 

     -Special- 
          I have heard rumors that if your child becomes interested in 
Sports, he may start doing jumping jacks or running around the room. 
(child stage) Try to walk instead of riding your horse to further 
influence him. You can also recieve a gift from Wally starting ch. 3. 
I can't remember whether its a stopwatch or medal though. 

_______________ 
*************** 
**Walkthrough** [3.0] 
*************** 

     This section isn't so much a walkthrough as a guide to what you  
should try to accomplish in each stage/chapter of your child's life. I  
can't tell you how to raise your kid (Why would you want me to?) but I  
can recommend strategies. This section will update as I get further in  
the game. 

********* 
*Toddler* [3.1] 
********* 
     This is the stage to get close to your kid. Pick them up and  



cuddle them every day. Maybe even twice, but never for more than 15  
game minutes. If you have Nami's child and are worried about him being  
a "Momma's boy" as everyone seems to think he is, don't worry about it. 
This won't go away by ignoring your kid.It's a default of the game.  
However, try to avoid cuddling your kid everytime they ask or extremely 
often as they can become spoiled later. However, never playing with your 
kid can make them feel neglected. I've heard that Twice a day for about 15 
game minutes works pretty well. 
     You should also start steering them down the career path of your  
choice (kinda sad huh?). Put the right toys in their toy box. Also, you 
should try to bring them around to the people that will influence them 
everyday. Go in their houses and such. If you haven't befriended these 
people yet, definitely do so soon. Another thing you should do is show 
your son items everyday, to influence him. Also, If you go into a persons 
house and leave your son their to let him walk home, he is mroe likely to 
go visit them in later chapters on his own. DO this as often as possible. 
     To tell if your kid likes you, you can do a couple different things. 
One, is to pay attention to the symbol above his head when you pick him up. 
If it's a music note, he likes you, if its a heart, he loves you. Also, If 
you are there when he wakes up in the morning, he will either say "morning daddy" 
(which means he likes you) or "mmm..." (which means he doesn't like you as much) 
(credit to: Anna for how to tell if your son likes you) 

******* 
*Child* [3.2] 
******* 
     Continue to influence your child in this stage. They can talk  
better now so things should be a little more interesting. You can give  
them items that will influence them now. You can no longer show your  
son to people so just continue to be friends and visit their houses. 
      There are also several key items you can get in Chapter 3 from  
different villagers that will help influence your kid. Definitely try  
to get these. If a child will not accept a gift, it means that they 
are not currently inclined toward that particular career and you should 
try again later. 
 They also have their own room now, the items displayed within 
reflect their interests. Check the books on their shelves. Also, you 
can read their diary to find out more. (Its sad how easy it is to read 
people's diaries isn't it?) 
        One more thing, when you first start this chapter, you an more 
or less ignore what they say. your child will start off with a default 
set of things to say, that will reflect an interest in every career path. 
This means that even if you got the artist ending in chapter 1, your  
child will still say "Hugh is cool" in chapter 2. Don't worry about it.  
When they start to say new things about people, thats when you can see 
where they're inclined toward. Also, I believe that their first diary entry 
will reflect their natural interest, not current career path. So Nami's 
child will automatically start with an entry about Cody. No matter what. 
If someone has more info on this, please tell me. 

**MORE COMING SOON!! 
  
___________ 
*********** 
**Crushes** [4.0] 
*********** 

(Note: I haven't actually got to this point so I don't know all the info) 
At some point in the game (about chapter 4) your child will get a crush 



on a girl in town, either Kate or Lumina. He will eventually end up marrying her. 
The girl he marries depends completely on who YOU married. If you married Celia or Muffy 
He will end up with Kate. However, if you married Nami, he will go for Lumina. 
I have heard there is a cinema scene for this as well.  
 **(Thanx DjLethal20 for this info) 

_____________ 
************* 
**Baby Talk** [5.0] 
************* 

     Your child says some interesting things throughout their life, so  
I figured hey, why not record them?! These are just the ones I have  
seen; if you have more, please e-mail me with the phrase, age of your  
child, and wife. Thanx! 

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
*Toddler Stage* [5.1] 
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
  

Muffy's child (all Muffy speech credit to: LostArtofRock) 

"Aminal milk yummy!" (When shown a bottle of milk) 
"Eggie!" (When shown an egg) 
"Veggies.  Veggies." (When shown a fruit or vegetable) 
"Mommy says mommy loves me." 
"I love Daddy." (While being held, snuggled, thrown, etc.) 
"Ah. Dad."
"Happy New Year, Daddy!" (On Spring 1st.) 
"Rainin'" (When raining) 
"White and Soft!" (While snowing) 
"Moon is wound." 
"Is there moon?" 
"Up!  Cawwy me!" 
"With Dad..." 
"Twow!  Twow!" (While being held, snuggled, thrown, etc.) 
"Sista!  Where aw you?" 
"Bwotha!  Where aw you?" 
"Daddy, do you wike aminals?" 
"Aminals aw cute." 
"Dum, de, dum, de, dum." 
"Mornin' Daddy!" (After waking) 
"Dwawing fun!" 
"Daddy!  Diaper!  Pee!" 
"????" (when shown item he doesn't understand) 
  *(following Muffy speech credit to: LostArtofRock) 
"Cawwy Me. snuggle snuggle" (while cuddled) 
"............." (While cuddled) 
"bleh no more." (while cuddled) 
"want down!" (While cuddled) 
"Mommy. Daddy. Bye bye."  
"Daddy big hands!" 
"legs wong" 
"Big face!" (while held or cuddled) 
"Nooooo!" 
"Wound... wound..." (while drawing) 
"Bwue. gween. fwower... oh. Elephant!" (while reading 
"Fishy, fishy. jumping!" (when shown the river) 
"mine!" when shown a toy thats been in the toy box) 



"Zzz... mommy... zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"good boy" (credit to:zeke simeon)) 
"go with gwampa!" (credit to: Jing girl) 

Celia's Child (all Celia speech [unless otherwise noted] 
credit to: Moodragon73) 

"Daddy! Big Hands!" [credit: Adasha Chimera] 
"mukumukumu come" 
"wound...wound" 
"cawwy!cawwy!" 
"twow twow" 
"twow twow fun" 
"going wit gwandpa" 
"i did it"
"diaper poo pee" 
"sister were aw you" 
"buu buuuu" 
"fwower smell good" 
"daddy workin'...." 
"fwowers aw pwetty" 
"bwother pway wit me" 
"mommy said mommy loves me" 
"going wit auntie" 
"noooooooo" 
"noooooooooo want down" 
"blehh no more" 
    *(following Celia speech credit to: jeffwuzzheir) 
"Ah, Dad."
"Up! Cawwy Me!" 
"Daddy, do you think animals are cute? (You can either say Yes,  
 You're Cuter, or Not at all.)" 
"Dad, Noooooo." 
"Smewwy! (If you show him the garbage can in the kitchen)" 
"Daddy is warm. (while cuddling)" 
"I wike Daddy." 
"Down! (while holding or cuddling)" 
"Mm ... mmm .... zzz ..................  ... (while holding)" 
"Cawwy me, snuggle snuggle. (while cuddling)" 
"Yay, Bwocks! (if playing with blocks)" 
"Bwocks. (if playing with blocks)" 
"Voom voom! (if playing with car)" 
"Bally ball! (if playing with ball)" 
"Noooo! I'm not sleeeepy!" (when going to bed) (Credit to: panthera75_1999) 
 *(following Celia quotes credit to: skydragon13) 
"I wike dat! Mr. Fwower is pretty!" (when shown a flower) 
"Vwoom vwoom" (playing with car) 
   **(following celia speech credit to: LostArtofRock) 
"Good mornin', Daddy!" (After waking) 
"Yah!" (At bedtime) 
"Good night, Daddy!" (Before going to bed) 
"Moin', Dad." 
"Aminals aw cute..." 
"Do you tink aminals aw cute?" 
"Aminals aw cute." (If you answer the above question with,  
"They're cute.") 
"Is there moon?" 
"Cawwy... ?" 
"Bwotha!  Pway wit me!" 
"Sista!  Where aw you?" 



"Daddy!  Diaper!  Pee!" 
"Where's mommy?" 
"Did it!" 
"Pwetty stars." 
"Daddy!  Mommy!  Bye-bye." 
"Want down!" (While being held, snuggled, thrown, etc.) 
"......" (While being held, snuggled, thrown, etc.) 
"...... *musical note*" (While being held, snuggled, thrown, etc.) 
"Moin'." (While being held first thing in the morning) 
"With Daddy." (While being held) 
"Zzz... Zzz... Zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"Zzz... Zzz... Ball... Dwawing... (While sleeping) 
"Aminal milk yummy!" (When shown a bottle of milk) 
"I wike dat.  Chicky come out?" (When shown an egg) 
"Yea!  Chicky come from eggie!  Chicky cute." (If you  
answer the above question positively) 
"Eggie!" (When shown an egg) 
"What dat?" (When shown a crop or tree seed) 
    "Seed.  Cute seed!" (If you answer with "A seed") 
"Buttah." (When shown any type of butter) 
"Yummy keese!" (When shown any type of cheese) 
"Hmm... Dwopped!" (When shown a fruit or vegetable) 
"Fishy fish fish." (When shown a regular fish) 
"Fishy?" (When shown a "big" version of a fish for the first time that day) 
    "Big fishy!" (If you answer the above question positively) 
"Fishy? Fish monster?" (When shown a "big" version of a fish for  
the second time that day) 
"Longy long." (When shown the fishing pole or the fishing pole G) 
"Can can." (When shown any watering can) 
"Put water?" (When shown any watering can) 
"No!  Phbbt!" (When shown any sickle) 
"Phbbt..." (When shown any sickle) 
"Blehhh!" (When shown any sickle) 
"No, no, no!" (When shown any hoe) 
"I don't wike that!" (When shown any hoe) 
"Whee!  Bwocky bwocks." (When shown the blocks) 
"One... two... twee..." (While playing with the blocks) 
"Fishy fishy.  Jumping!" (When shown the river) 
"Doggie scawy." (When shown the dog) 
"Yeah!  Kitty cute!" (When shown the cat the first time) 
"Kitty gives kisses." (When shown the cat a second time) 
"Fat moo cow!" (When shown a cow) 
"Moo cow fat!  Big eyes!" (When shown a cow) 
"Cute." (When shown the goat, a sheep, or the horse) 
"Kissy kissy." (When shown the goat, a sheep, or the horse) 
"... Tiny..." (When shown a chick or a duckling) 
"Cuuuute." (When shown a male or female duck) 
"Happy New Year, Daddy!" (On Spring 1st.) 
"Rainin'..." (When raining) 
"White!  Soft!" (When snowing) 
"???" (When shown an item he doesn't understand) 

Nami's Child 

"Moon is wound, mountain is twiangle" 
"Is there moon?" 
"Auntie."  
"were is unca?" 



"Pway wit bwother." 
"wooking for sister." 
"mommy said mommy loves me!" 
"Where's mommy?" 
"Daddy, how work?" 
"Daddy! Diaper! Pee!" 
"Ah. Dad" 
"I wike dad" (while cuddling) 
"Cawwy me snuggle snuggle" 
"with daddy" (while walking) 
"So qwuiet." 
"MukuMuku!" 
"moi moi moi moi" 
"Buu buuu"
"Happy New Year Daddy!" (on new years day) 
"Rainin'." (when raining) 
"Are you sqwuare?" (to which you should answer yes) 
"Pwetty stars" (at night) 
"Hot! Hot!" (in the summer) (credit to: corgonin) 
  *(following Nami speech credit to: corgonin) 
"Cawwy...?" 
"Moon is woundy wound..." 
"One... Two... Twee..." (when playing w/ blocks) 
"Whee... Aminal milk yummy [heart]" ( when shown milk) 
"fwowers are pretty... [heart]" 
"Whee... I wike dat. Chicky some out?" Choices: 1. Not in this one.  
2. Yes it does. Choice two chosen: ''yeah! Chicky come from eggy [note]  
chicky cute [note] (when shown egg) 
"Whee... Eggie [note]" (when shown egg again) 
"No! Phbbt!" (when shown cheese) 
"Hmm... Dwopped!" (when shown a crop. i have no freakin idea why he says this) 
"What dat?" choices: 1. It's a 'seed'. 2. A 'seed' to plant. 
 Choice 1 chosen (not sure about choice two): ''seed [note]  
cute seed [heart] (when shown a bag of seeds) 
"Seed..." ( when shown seed again)  
"ZZz... Zzz... ball... dwawing...'' (when asleep) 
"Zzz...Zzz...Zzz..." asleep 
"mmm ..[two blank spaces]..." (cutscene when waking up) 
"Moin' dad."  
"night-night, daddy." (bedtime) 
"Bitter!" (shown an herb) 
"...dad..." 
"??? [says any random quote]" (when shown any random thing, like a fossil of fodder) 
"No no no!" 
"Longy long" (shown fishing pole) 
"dwawing dwawing" 
"Twowing me away?" (shown the river, pond, swamp, or trash can  
while carrying him) 
"Showrd!'' choices: 1. It's a hoe. 2. Shword! Chice two chosen:' 
'Eee hee hee! Showrd [note]'' 
"Mine..." (shown his toy when already in box) 
"Nooooo!" (carrying him) 
"Down!" (carrying him) 
"Tooly tool tool" (shown a tool) 
"Can can [note]" (Watering can) 
"Put water?" (watering can) 
"I don't wike dat!" 
"Phbbbbbt..." 
"Ball! Ball!" (playing w/ ball) 
"Blehhh!" 



"Oooh, cute [note]" (when shown dog or cat) 
"Cute... [heart]" (same as above) 
"Vwoom vwoom" (playing w/ car) 
"(there is a quote when nami's kid says something while  
he's looking (or reading) a book, but i don't know what it was)" 
"Bleh... no more..." (when cuddling) 
"Want down!"  
".........[note]" 
"Mmm... Zzzz zzzz... mmm" (carrying) 
"Kissy kissy." (when shown horse) The funny thing about this 
 quote is that he says it when you show him the horse's ass. heh heh. 
"Cute [heart]." (shown any animal) 
"Moo cow fat" ( cow) 
"Fat moo cow. big eyes.'' (cow) 
"Whee..." 
"whee... Mr. fwower is pwetty" 
"I wike dat! Mr. fwower is pwetty" 
"Oooh... spakly...[note]" (shown an ore) 
"Whee... pwetty... [heart]" 
"Whee... not smelly." (shown butter) 
"fishy fish jumpin" (when shown to pond/spring) (credit to: john_westlake) 
"twoing me away?" (when shown to pond/ spring) (credit to: john_westlake) 

************* 
*Child Stage* [5.2] 
************* 

Muffy's CHild (all Muffy speech credit to: LostArtofRock) 

"Hey.  Dad." 
"Dad, you're up early!" (After waking) 
"Dad, is farming fun?" 
"Dad, it's snowing!  It's all white and soft!" (While snowing) 
"It's raining." (While raining) 
"When I showed Mom what I drew, she was so happy.  Maybe I made her too pretty." 
"Ya' know, I have a talent for art.  I'm not kidding!  I just shouldn't show anyone, yet." 
"Dad, is Wally faster than you?" 
"Eggs are delicious if you cook them a little." (When shown an egg) 
"What about it?" (When showed something he doesn't want or understand) 
"That's cool." (When showed a gift he's already received twice that day) 
"I don't like to be around ducks." (When shown a duck) 
"W-what?  I'm not scared!" (When shown the dog) 
"I don't like to be around chickens.  They're smelly and violent.  
I hate them!" (When shown a chicken) 
"I'm excited about Van coming today." 
"Patrick's hair is very brave." 
"Tim and Ruby have very similar personalities." 
"Murrey is a nice person." 
"Bored..."
"There are a lot of fun people here." 
"There's nothing to do here." 
"Can't keep working if you I don't like animals." 
"Dad, you're home today?" 
"People who run fast are cool." 
"Good morning, Dad."  



"Dad, have you ever taken a bath with mom?" 
"You plant those.  Duh." (When shown a bag of seeds, if he dislikes farming) 
"Brushing your animals is a way of showing love." (When shown the brush) 
"When you brush, you should put your heart into it." (When shown the brush) 
"It's fun to wait for the fish to bite!" (When shown  
the fishing pole or the fishing pole G) 
"Feeding animals by hand is fun." (When shown fodder/chicken feed) 
"That's an oddly shaped thing." (When shown the strange sickle) 
"Be careful, Dad." (When shown either the heavy, light, or regular sickles) 
"I can identify the different tastes of milk." (When shown or given milk) 
"Those are crops from our farm." (When shown fruits or vegetables) 
"Good morning, Dad."  
"Dad, have you ever taken a bath with mom?" 
"You plant those.  Duh." (When shown a bag of seeds, if he dislikes farming) 
"Brushing your animals is a way of showing love." (When shown the brush) 
"When you brush, you should put your heart into it." (When shown the brush) 
"It's fun to wait for the fish to bite!" (When shown the  
fishing pole or the fishing pole G) 
"Feeding animals by hand is fun." (When shown fodder/chicken feed) 
"That's an oddly shaped thing." (When shown the strange sickle) 
"Be careful, Dad." (When shown either the heavy, light, or regular sickles) 
"I can identify the different tastes of milk." (When shown or given milk) 
"Those are crops from our farm." (When shown fruits or vegetables) 
"I wonder if the flower on Gustafa's hat is real." 
"I wish I was as cool as Hugh..." 
"You think Marlin will look like Grandpa Takakura when he gets older?" 
"I wonder if Carter will lend me that thing he wears around his neck?" 
"Milk can make all sorts of things." (When given any type of cheese) 
"What is THAT?" (When shown an item he doesn't understand) 
"Zzz... Zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"Zzz... what the... zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"Zzz... can't eat anymore... zzz..." (While sleeping) 
  **(following Muffy quotes credit to: Tori) 
"Daddy big hands" 
"Legs aw cute" 
"UP! cawwy cawwy" 
"Big face"
"Do you like animals" 
"Dum de dum de dum" 
"bu buuu" 
"Did it" 
"Bwother! Play wit me!" 
  **(following Muffy quotes credit to: Sleepy Huggy) 
"Moo cow fat!" (Shown cow) 
"Twowing me away?" (Near bin) 
"Legs wong!" 
"Going wit Gwanpa!" 
"Cute" ( near sheep ) 
"Down!" 
"Noooooooooo, Dad." (when near toilet.) 
"Fat moo cow. Big eyes."  

Celia's Child 
(all Celia Quotes credit to: MissAnnoyingPants) 

"Hey. Dad." 
"Good morning, Dad. You're up early..." (when you watch him wake up) 
"How did you make that?" (when you show him cheese or butter) 
"I wonder what goes on inside the machine..." (when you answer "by machine") 
"I know that... Milk can make cheese or butter." (when you answer "from milk") 



"Well, your in high spirits, Dad. That's great!"  
That makes me feel happy! (When you answer "for <insert his name here>") 
"It's the butter you made, Dad." (when shown the butter again) 
"Milk can make so many things." (when shown the cheese again) 
"Did you make that?" (when you show him cooked food/failed cooking) 
"Wow, that'a really good." (when you show him cooked food and answer "yes") 
"I thought you made it." (when you show him cooked food and answer "no") 
"Dad, are you feeling okay? Try not to collapse on the floor."  
(when you show him failed cooking and answer "That's right") 
"Yeah. You're right. You're a much better cook, Dad."  
(When you show him failed cooking and answer "no") 
"Ruby's cooking is really good."(When you show him cooked  
food and have already answered the above question) 
"My stomach will die if I eat that." (If you show him failed  
cooking and have already answered the above question) 
"Hey, Dad. Can you tell which eggs are going to hatch just by looking at them?" 
 (If you show him an egg and he's interested in ranching?) 
"Wow! Really? Could you teach me?" (When you answer "yes") 
"Yeah. They all look the same." (when you answer "no") 
"Eggs taste delicious if you cook them a little." (when shown an egg) 
"Wally can drink raw eggs. That's crazy." (If you show him an egg) 
"What's up? Don't you want that seed?" (When you show him a seed) 
"Thanks. Next time I'll plant it. In a secret spot." (When you give  
the seed to him) 
"Hey, Dad. Is farming fun?" (You'll get the options: It's fun. Why ask? and Not at all) 
"I knew it! I want to be a farmer too!" (When you answer "It's fun) 
"I like animals so I wanted to know if it was fun." (When you answer "Why ask?") 
"I see. So it takes a lot more than just liking all the animals... *sigh* ....." 
 (When you answer "Not at all") 
"Stop, Dad. I'm not a little kid anymore." (When you try to pick him up) 
"Cut it out, Dad. I'm not a baby anymore, okay?" (When you try to pick him up again :P) 
"I'm not a little kid anymore so don't expect me to say "Hey give that back!" 
 (When you show him some of his old toys) 
"Sometimes I feel like people don't like me..." (negleted?) 
"I don't think that I'll ever be a good boy to everyone..." (negleted?)  
"Patrick's hair is very brave." 
"Tim and Ruby have very similar personalities." 
"Murrey is a nice person." 
"I'm excited about Van coming today." 
"I wonder if Vesta's field has grasshoppers..." 
"I'll build a biggerhouse than you someday." 
"When I get bigger I want to get a lot of cows and compare the different milks..." 
"Dad, is Wally faster than you?" 
"I want to be as cool as Hugh." 
"Vesta looks very dependable!" 
"Rock looks really good! I want to learn what he does!" 
"I wonder if Kate's dad will teach me how to tie a tie..." 
"Hugh's dad can do every sport there is! That's awesome!" 
"I wonder if the flower on Gustufa's hat is real..." 
"Nami is really cool! I wish I had a sister like her!" 
"Is Grandpa Takakura married?" 
"Mom can be really nice, but then suddenly get angry!" 
"Dad, have you ever taken a bath with Mom?" 
"Sometimes when youget close to Daryl he smells of smoke. I wonder 
 what kind of experiments he does..." 
"Dad, you smell like the outside..." 
"I wonder if Carter will give me one of those things he wears around his neck..." 
"I wonder if Kassey likes his older sister?" 
"Dr. Hardy's striped underwear really stands out!" 
"I get a little anxious watching the float sink." (when you show him the fishing pole) 



"Those are crops from our farm." (when shown a crop from your farm :P) 
"I like to feed the animals, but I feel bad making them wait for 
 me to feed them." (when you show him fodder/bird feed) 
"When you carry the food towards the animals, all they can see 
 is the food and not you. That's a little scary." (when you show him fodder/bird feed 
again) 
"What's that?! That smells bad. I don't like it." (when you show  
him ferdilizer and he's not interested in farming?) 
"That smells really bad, but I guess I can endure it for good  
crops." (When you show him ferdilzer and he's interested in farming?) 
"It's raining." (while raining) 
"Dad, it's snowing! It's all white and soft!" (while snowing) 
"He's always cute." (when shown the dog) 
"Hey <dog's name> how are you?" (if you show him the dog again) 
"I want to be like a cat. Total freedom." (when shown the cat) 
"Will this one ever be able to fly?" (when shown a chicken) 
"It's got wings so it should be able to fly right?" (when shown a chicken again) 
"I hate chickens. It's those thin, wirey legs that creep me out."  
(when you show him a chicken and he's not interested in farming?) 
"I don't like what I don't like." (When he's not interested in  
farming and you show it to him again) 
"Go away!" (When you tease him some more and show him the chicken  
again hee hee :P) 
"It's a chick. What about it?" (When you show him a chick) 
"A milk's taste depends on the cow." (When you show him milk)  
"Brushing animals is a way of showing love." (When you show him the brush) 
"When you brush you should put your heart in it." (When you show 
 him the brush again) 
"That has a peculiar shape." (When shown the strange/weird sickle) 
"You used that so much it's almost like it's part of your body!"  
(When you show him a tool you use a lot like a watering can) 
"The guy who invented that must have been a genius." (when shown 
 the milker)Animals are so cute. (When he's interested in ranching?) 
"Plants are interesting." (When he's intersted in farming?) 
"People who can run fast are cool." (When he want to be an athlete?) 

Nami's Child 

"Okay. whatever..." 
"Good Morning Dad" (when first wake up) 
"Hugh is really cool." 
"Vesta doesn't look much like Marlin" 
"If I'm a good boy people won't get mad at me" 
"Am I very lady-like? At least that's what Kate told me." 
"I wonder if Mukumuku is going to be okay...Daryl's got  
his sights set on him" 
"I wonder what floats around Murrey all the time...?" 
"Gustafa and Griffin guitars have different shapes." 
"It's amazing that things from the past endure so long." 
 (when show digsite objects) 
"Dad. Have you ever had a bath with mom?" 
"Sometimes I don't understand what mom is thinking... 
 I thought she was happy but...Suddenly she got so angry. 
 I really don't get that." 
"Does Carter plan on living in that tent forever?" 
"Whose cooking is better? Tim or Ruby?" 
"Hardy is a little scary" 
"Ill build a bigger house than you someday." 
"I can't hear Griffin's guiar until I grow up?" (typo in game) 



"Hey Dad."
"It's fun to chat with Rock" 
"Dad, I'm not a child anymore." (when you try to hold him) 
"I wonder what Daryl's experiments are." 
"What about it?" 
  *(following Nami quotes credit to: Crayon Eater) 
"Dad! Can you see the moon?" (at night) 
"Nice Weather." (when weather's nice) 
"It's raining." (when raining) 
"Dad, you smell like the outside." 
"What's the big thingy in front of Cody's House?" (asks me every day) 
"A lump of metal,  I see. It kind of catches my interest. 
 It doesn't look like a hunk of metal to me." 
"A work of Art Really? Cody must be in it." 
"Didn't I tell you? Huh? Oh, I guess I did. No matter how many  
times I see it, if I look at it, I'll begin to wonder just what it is." 
"Customer..." (if talked to while your shop is open) (Credit to: Cristaly) 

**************** 
*Teenager Stage* [5.3] 
**************** 

Muffy's Child (all muffy speech credit to: LostArtofRock) 

"Mornin'..." (After waking late) 
"You're up early." (After waking) 
"What's your problem, old man?" 
"What?" 
"Adults just don't understand how I feel." 
"Eggs are delicious if you cook them a little." (When shown an egg) 
"Because they contain salmonella, it's recommended that an egg  
be cooked for at least a minute." (When shown an egg) 
"I'm not an animal, silly..." (When shown fodder/bird feed) 
"Are you trying to butter me up?  Forget it." (When shown a gift  
he's already received twice that day) 
"It's the butter you made, Dad  What about it?" (When shown butter/ 
good butter/mom's butter) 
"I'm thinking of working myself out." 
"I don't think my arms will get any bigger..." 
"I think there's a lot more to farming than just liking all of the animals." 
"Please get that away from me." (When shown the dog) 
"That's cute.  It's going 'purr-purr'" (When shown the cat) 
"It's so quiet." 
"[insert villager name]. What?" 
"Milk can make all sorts of things." (When shown any type of cheese or given good cheese) 
"Did you make that?" (When shown a home-cooked meal) 
"Even small fish have tremendous pulling power in water.  It's pretty amazing." 
 (When shown the fishing pole or the fishing pole G) 
"That flavor is suited for adults." (When shown any type of "wild grass") 
"Zzz... Zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"Zzz... what the... zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"Zzz... can't eat anymore... zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"Ducks are cute.  They go 'waddle waddle.'" (When shown a duck) 
"It's cute to see little ducks on their parent's backs." (When shown a duck) 

Nami's Child (all Nami speech credit to: ultrapig) 

"I wonder which is easier.... Raising crops or raising animals?" 
"Stop treating me like a child!!" 
"Don't do that!!!  Stop dad!" (when trying to pick him up) (possibly parapharsed) 



"Do you really want to tick me off?" (same as the one above) 

******************* 
*Young Adult Stage* [5.4] 
******************* 

Muffy's Child (all Speech Credit to: LostArtofRock) 

"Hey, Dad"
"Good morning, Dad." 
"Takakura"
"[Insert villager name]. What?" 
"Dad, what do you like best about farming?" 
"It's normal for me to be interested in the farm.  I was brought up on a farm after all." 
"I need to do something to get my blood moving again." 
"Hugh's shoes have got to be special.  I guess the shoes are important when trying to 
excel?" 
"It feels good when the body moves.  Gotta exercise a little everyday.  That's the key." 
"There's nothing fun to do around here." 
"I wish I could go back to being a kid again." 
"Now I can understand the way mom expresses her love to me." 
"I can identify the different tastes of milk" (When shown any type of milk or given star 
milk)
"Milk can make all sorts of things." (When shown any type of cheese or given good cheese) 
"Eggs are delicious if you cook them a little." (When shown an egg) 
"Because they contain salmonella, it's recommended that an egg be cooked for at 
least a minute." (When shown an egg) 
"Zzz... Zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"Zzz... what the... zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"Zzz... can't eat anymore... zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"When you brush, you should put your heart into it." (When shown the brush) 
"Even small fish have tremendous pulling power in water.  It's pretty amazing. 
" (When shown the fishing pole or the fishing pole G) 
"Those are crops from our farm." (When shown fruits or vegetables) 
"Did you make that?" (When shown a home-cooked meal) 
"A balanced diet mixed with treats equals great milk." (When shown good fodder) 
"Dad, do you have enough feed?  You should double check your stock."  
(When shown fodder/bird feed) 
"That flavor is suited for adults." (When shown any type of "wild grass") 
"What about it?" (When shown an item he doesn't understand) 
"Ahhhh!  What the heck!  I can't handle dogs!" (When shown the dog) 
"That's cute.  It's going 'purrr'" (When shown the cat) 
"I wonder how it makes that sound.  'Purr-purr.'" (When shown the cat) 
"Cats with longer whiskers are much cuter!" (When shown the cat) 
"Ducks are cute.  They go 'waddle waddle.'" (When shown a duck) 
"It's cute to see little ducks on their parent's backs." (When shown a duck) 
"Hey!  That's my favorite!" (When shown an item he wants) 
"I'll gladly take it!  Thanks a lot!  I love it. (After accepting a gift for the first 
time)
"Thank you, Dad!" (After accepting a gift for the second time) 
"That's one of my favorite things." (After receiving two gifts for the day) 
"That's really nice.  I can't believe that everyone doesn't love that." 
 (After receiving two gifts for the day) 
"Didn't you know that was one of my favorite things?"  
(After receiving two gifts for the day) 
"You're up early, Dad!" (After waking) 
"I want a cute little sister." 
"Can I stay here forever?" 
"There are a lot of interesting people around here." 
"I wonder when it will stop raining." (While raining) 



"Snow, huh?  I wonder if it'll stick." (While snowing) 
"You shouldn't plant crops by tree seeds..." (When shown a bag of seeds) 
"Tree seeds are stronger in life than crop seeds." (When shown a bag of seeds) 
"That's an oddly shaped thing." (When shown the strange sickle) 
        
************* 
*Adult Stage* [5.5] 
************* 

Muffy's Child 
(all Muffy quotes credit to: LostArtofRock) 

"Hey, Dad"
"Good morning, Dad." 
"You're up early, Dad!" (After waking) 
"Takakura"
"[Insert villager name]. What?" 
"I need to do something to get my blood moving again." 
"Hey, Dad.  Do you want me to be a farmer like you?" 
"I think I'll try out life as a farmer." 
"Hugh's shoes have got to be special.   
I guess the shoes are important when trying to excel?" 
"It feels good when the body moves.  Gotta exercise a  
little everyday.  That's the key." 
"Can I stay here forever?" 
"There's nothing fun to do around here." 
"There are a lot of interesting people around here." 
"I want a cute little sister." 
"Men tend to marry someone like their mothers, or the exact opposite.  
 I wonder which one for me?" 
"Hey, I'm the first person to be born and raised here." 
"I wish I could go back to being a kid again." 
"Now I can understand the way mom expresses her love to me." 
"I wonder when it will stop raining." (While raining) 
"Snow, huh?  I wonder if it'll stick." (While snowing) 
"I can identify the different tastes of milk." (When shown  
any type of milk or given star milk) 
"Milk can make all sorts of things." (When shown any type of  
cheese or given good cheese) 
"Eggs are delicious if you cook them a little." (When shown an egg) 
"Because they contain salmonella, it's recommended that an egg be cooked for at 
least a minute." (When shown an egg) 
"It's the butter you made, Dad.  What about it?" (When shown any type of butter) 
"Zzz... Zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"Zzz... what the... zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"Zzz... can't eat anymore... zzz..." (While sleeping) 
"You shouldn't plant crops by tree seeds..." (When shown a bag of tree seeds) 
"Tree seeds are stronger in life than crop seeds." (When shown a bag of tree seeds) 
"That's an oddly shaped thing." (When shown the strange sickle) 
"When you brush, you should put your heart into it." (When shown the brush) 
"That brush is almost like a part of you." (When shown the brush) 
"Even small fish have tremendous pulling power in water.   
It's pretty amazing." (When shown the fishing pole or the fishing pole G) 
"Those are crops from our farm." (When shown fruits or vegetables) 
"Did you make that?" (When shown a home-cooked meal) 
"A balanced diet mixed with treats equals great milk." (When shown good fodder) 
"Dad, do you have enough feed?  You should double check your stock." (When shown 
fodder/bird feed) 
"If you give that to Mom, she'll be happy." (When shown any type of flower) 
"That flavor is suited for adults." (When shown any type of "wild grass") 



"What about it?" (When shown an item he doesn't understand) 
"Ahhhh!  What the heck!  I can't handle dogs!" (When shown the dog) 
"That's cute.  It's going 'purrrr'" (When shown the cat) 
"I wonder how it makes that sound.  'Purr-purr.'" (When shown the cat) 
"Cats with long whiskers are much cuter!" (When shown the cat) 
"I don't like chickens..." (When shown a hen or a rooster) 
"Ducks are cute.  They go 'waddle waddle.'" (When shown a duck) 
"It's cute to see little ducks on their parent's backs." (When shown a duck) 
"Oh, that's cool!" (When shown an item he wants for the first time) 
"Hey!  That's my favorite!" (When shown an item he wants for the second time) 
"I'll gladly take it!  Thanks a lot!  I love it. (After accepting a gift for the first 
time)
"Thank you, Dad!" (After accepting a gift for the second time) 
"That's one of my favorite things." (After receiving two gifts for the day) 
"That's really nice.  I can't believe that everyone doesn't  
love that." (After receiving two gifts for the day) 
"Didn't you know that was one of my favorite things?" (After receiving two gifts for the 
day) 

____________ 
************ 
**Glitches** [6.0] 
************ 

Apparently there are some interesting glitches in this game 
(though I haven't actually seen any myself). Thought It'd be  
cool to have a section on them. (Note: these are not official names, 
either the credited person named them or I made them up) 

     *Don't Yawn* 

  I have noticed that sometimes if you are holding your child and you yawn, 
  the game will freeze. glitch or annoying, programming error? you make the call.      

     *Quiet child glitch* 
     (credit to: The OSHO) 

  When carrying the kid to Cody, the artist, I set the child down in the 
  green patch just behind the Pyro Twins' tower. When I  I tried to pick 
  him up, neither the 'Talk' or 'Hold options came up. The kid just stood 
  there, and I waited for a couple hours (game time), and nothing happened.  
  However, when Nami called for bedtime, the child was there. 

     *Disappearing Child Glitch* 
     (credit to: The OSHO) 

  I was carrying the boy up the hill to Romana's mansion. I wanted to talk 
  with someone on the path w/o the kid, so I set him down. 
  There was a sort of yellow flash, and the child disappeared. I went into my 
  house later, and the area where the bed is supposed to be was empty. The 
  space still acted like it was there though, and when I moved to the right of 
  the room, the bed was at the bottom of the room. And voila, the kid was alseep 
  in it, and before 9 PM, no less. I could interact with the image the same 
  as with the empty bed-space, and when the cutscene for Nami calling bedtime, 
  the bed was in the correct place again. 

_______________ 
*************** 
**Legal Stuff** [7.0] 



*************** 

*********** 
*Copyright* [7.1] 
*********** 

Harvest Moon A Wonderful Life was created by and copyright to Natsume  
and Marvelous Interactive Inc. 

I, Nekoko, wrote this FAQ and the information contained herein was  
discovered through my hard work, and the contributions of others. 
(don't know when videogames became work ^_^). Please do not copy  
or steal my info. If you have a page you want to put it on, email  
me and I will gladly let you. 
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************** 
*Contact Info* [6.3] 
************** 

If you find any mistakes in this FAQ, have new information, questions, 
or whatever, please e-mail me at 

dragon_hoy@yahoo.com 

You will definitely be given credit for your input. 
Include the handle you want to be credited as or I will use your e-mail. 
Oh yes, if you find any spelling errors, please tell me. 
I'm just weird about those kind of things. Thank you so much for you input!! 
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